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        What we are good at

        
            At Kohde, we pride ourselves on delivering value by being innovative, honest and efficient.
        
    




    
        
            
                
                    Digital platform development

                    We help ensure that your architecture not only caters for the needs you have today, but also allows you to adapt and scale to meet future business requirements, letting technology pave the way for your business to grow.

                

                
                    
                

            


            
                
                    Application system support

                    With flexible support structures, we ensure product uptime and business continuity with a customized service level agreement.
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                    Cloud & devops strategy

                    
                        So what is Devops anyway?  It is a strategic framework for transforming both development and operations into a managed structure to perform mundane tasks more effectively and accurately...every time!
                    

                

            


            
                
                    
                

                
                    Human-centered design

                    We ensure to gain a deep understanding of the individuals and their needs for which we build products. We do this through an iterative process which includes understanding the context of use, requirements, doing rapid prototyping and evaluation during the entire design and development cycle.

                

            

        

    




        
    
        
            What we have done
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            E-commerce site
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            Employee self service
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                Afgri Grain Management
            

            Asset maintenance
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                Continual Logistics
            

            Logistics Optimisation
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            Get in touch

            
                We're ready to lead you into the future of Software Development, so reach out to us and start the journey in converting your business ideas into reality!
            
        

    





    
        
              

                
                    
                    info@kohde.io
                


                
                    
                    +2787 135 2184
                


                
                    
                    
                    We are now a fully remote company.
                


                
                    
                    
                    Kohde (Pty) Ltd
                


                
                    
                    
                    7 Guitar street, Celtisdal, 0157 Centurion
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